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when i was young my mother told me i could choose the colour of the sky...

so i chose invisible because i wanted to say hello to god but when the infinite is transparent you do not see god or 
the end of all things, you see yourself staring back and you are full, so very full of everything



azeotropic distillation

in svalbard i watch the northern lights
a neon bruise on the tiny patch of infinity
that fizzes endless chaos atoms above my head

we are the ghosts of those that have touched us
but if you distil the maelstrom down to its purest form
all that is left is your heart pumping blood, your brain crackling
and the saliva that passes between our lips when we kiss



(a)moebius

and yes, they said this would be the end
on the screaming siren news channel
before the set was switched off by
trembling hands that  just an hour ago
touched the purest part of you
as the ball of fire cut ribbons of despair
through the evening sigh like a sunset
but fifty times the speed
fifty times the oh my god it is beautiful

because we don’t fear death in this house
we fall into it like a watercolour daydream
twirling in the long dark grass of the garden
naked toes digging into the soil below
bodies glowing with brightest blue ecstasy



kiss/boom

there are electrons passing from my lips to yours
when we kiss
some infinite number of universes
dissolve between us in the warm spit of passion
and when i close my eyes and feel your tongue
ask such sweet questions it's like
it’s like
the most enormous thing
could not possibly mean less
and i can feel it now
it is the life that we live again as we die
and it is long and it is warm and it is easy



today my love for you is an egg

that contains neither a yolk nor a chick 
but something congealed in softest limbo

a golden star on the crest of a feeling



sexual apocalypse at the gym poem

imagine if you had stayed there forever
on the cross fit, arms flailing comically
legs metronomic, pumping sad alone
nothing in your stomach but powdery bile
sweat pouring off you, drenching the floor
pooling in dewy puddles on the pedals
staining the blue carpet tiles, trickling
in salty ravines hitting the mirrors
cascading down the steps, bursting forth
from the lockers and out to the street

imagine i had walked in then
barefoot, your scent engulfing me
imagine me falling into your exhaustion
sweat overtaking both our bodies
drowning together in whispered truths
imagine the searing pain as we are slit
three deep cuts appearing on our throats
lungs shrinking then gone, breathing at last
in the gym, swimming through your brine
the whole world engulfed in our power

this is how we evolve
in love
no longer alone



on being awake at five a.m.

some days my sadness is so magnificent
that a shade of grey remains at night
and i think about the thousand ways
that i might die and i think about the birds





ode to the pulsing red light that hovered in the window of the house opposite me every night while i had
my 2am cigarette which i incorrectly identified as a fellow smoker but was actually the standby light of a
cd player 

 
i am still lonely 
but thanks for the hope 



because life is beautiful sometimes 

like throwing an encyclopedia in the air  
and every single topic falling back into alphabetical order  
but constant, on every level 
 
the tiny things decide us, so 
we are an atom away from dissolving back to cellular gravy,  
we are an atom away from stepping back into the sea 
a puddle of nothingness that will never know what it is like  
to kiss you 
or even to breathe.  
 
these things seem linked now, to breathe, to exist in this frame is 
to kiss, to fall into you in the way kupka abandoned his figures by the lake 
and took to seeing the world as one would see an explosion of colour 
alive for the first time, bathing in the madness of the waters at last 



let's not think of how many insects we are crushing with our bodies at this very moment 

or how each one of those little insects has a soul according to buddhists
because really where do you stop? do ladybirds have doubts? do the crickets sleep?

there are so many beautiful lives that i am ending just by being here with you
in this cold morning grass, i would like to dance among the bodies, one last time



the sexual tension between two gas stations on the same intersection

and if i was five again
drawing the sun in the top right hand corner of the page
it would have sunglasses 
and a huge shit-eating grin but right now i am sat alone
just after you told me 
you are getting married again and the sun is not a happy 
yellow circle 
it’s a seething welt on the skin of the sky and 
i hate it i hate it i hate it
and my god can’t you feel it too my god it is burning 
the fucking skin right off my back





cosmic fuck poem

the search for god becomes a suffocation
stab the fat star spill yolk across the sky
yellow a scream across the de-tuned darkness
touch my lips, breakdown this sunset songbird



ripe peaches

last night i spent an eternity with my head in the lap 
of a fine french boy and he was feeding me ripe
peaches from a terracotta dish the juice dribbling
down my chin and on to my bare chest when
suddenly the sea turned to steam as great red 
trains of wildfire thundered towards us our
faces pouring off our bones, our smiles fixed

 



even though it’s all switched off, a constant hum

the world is finally ending and everyone is in the street fucking
and we cling to this awful rock while somewhere a wild dog rips a child
to pieces, its jaws locking together like lovers’ hands on a cold night as they
explore the cartography on their wrists, laughing at the idea they
will ever be old and spitting softly in aching, welcome mouths
the world is finally ending and everyone is in the street fucking
a farewell sunset behind them and nothing ahead but the fire-black ribs
of their homes. the trees are burning like funeral pyres, the pine needles
crackle like a lonely radio. the roads are melting like hot tears
and the buildings are leering, beautiful



poem in which i can’t quite fuck the infinite

there is a girl at the end of the garden in a beautiful dress
made of the exquisite golden space between dying stars
i can see the softest skin blushing through the fabric of time
i can see all the enormity that anyone could ever become
and she whispers to me when I am inside that fuzzy bliss
just between sleep and waking, she says to me that when
a star dies it breaks into an endless stream of deep cosmic
light that curls in on its glowing heart to form a black hole that
chews up the lonely and we are in the black hole now, the maw 
of the sky and she is telling me that i could place myself inside her
let my blood thrum alongside the faint hiss of the universe
as it wraps itself around my sorrow, at last a hand to hold
if only i could reach out and find her infinite fingers in the dark



manifesto 

 

take drugs and 
fuck each other 
because nothing 
is waiting for us 
except worms and 
trees and the taste 
of our deepest blue sky 






